
Arvin/Lamont Community 
Compliance & Enforcement

Dylan Born – Air Quality Inspector II
Cristela Avalos– Air Quality Inspector II
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Background
• Clean Air Act is a law that, among other things, establishes how 

areas need to meet National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(Standards) for various pollutants

• Emission limits put in place by regulatory programs at various 
agencies to achieve emission reductions and protect public health
–National Level: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
–State Level: California Air Resources Board (CARB) & Geologic Energy 

Management Division (CalGEM, oversight on oil & gas)
–Local Level: Air Districts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Clean Air Act amendment of 1970, instructed the United States Environmental Protection Agency to establish health based Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) on a national level. California legislature also established Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) and these can be stricter than the national standards. These standards identified various pollutants that have been proven scientifically to cause adverse health effects. Criteria pollutants include ozone, carbon monoxide, and oxides of oxygen amongst others.regulatory programs are put in place to limit and reduce emissions of these criteria pollutants to meet the standards set by the state and federal government.When it comes to oil & gas operations, the oil contains volatile organic compounds that react to produce ozone. Being that ozone is a criteria pollutant, we regulate and inspect these operations, to reduce and limit emissions of these precursors. 



District’s Role in Regulating and Inspecting 
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution

• Adopt, implement and enforce local rules and regulations
• Issue permits and registrations for equipment and operations 

that are subject to the District’s rules and regulations
• Conduct routine inspections of stationary sources of air 

pollution
• Respond to and investigate public complaints
• Take enforcement action when non-compliance is found, and 

ensure violators promptly return to compliance
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District Rules Reducing Air Pollution in Arvin/Lamont
Rule 4307: Boilers, Steam Generators and Process Heaters

Rule 4311: Flares

Rule 4401: Steam-Enhanced Crude Oil Production Wells

Rule 4409: Components at Light Crude Oil Production Facilities, Natural Gas Facilities, and Natural Gas 
Processing Facilities

Rule 4612: Motor Vehicle and Mobile Equipment Coating Operations

Rule 4623: Storage of Organic Liquids

Rule 4702: Internal Combustion Engines

Regulation VIII: Fugitive PM10 Prohibitions

Others: Additional Rules May Be Applicable
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These rules and regulations have been developed and implemented by the District in order to reduce or limit air pollution. As inspectors we do not get tunnel vision by only assessing these facilities for the rules listed here. While conducting our inspections we also assess for other rules that may be applicable. For example, we look for un-permitted equipment or visible dust emissions. 



Enhanced Enforcement Measures in Arvin/Lamont 
CERP

Enhanced Enforcement of 
Regulation VIII Rules
- Targeted enforcement during 2nd and 3rd

quarters

Enhanced Enforcement of 
Statewide Anti-Idling Regulation
• Targeted quarterly surveillance

Enhanced Inspection 
Frequency of Stationary 
Sources
• Facilities with emissions-related 

violations will be inspected twice per 
calendar year
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Stationary Sources of Air Pollution
Small Oil Production Operation Large Oil Production Operation
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Tank Battery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oil operations can vary in their complexity. At it simplest form you can have a well and couple of tanks (like the picture in the left illustrates), or you can have thousands of wells with various tanks and equipment (as you can see in the right and bottom image)In a larger operation you can have numerous tank batteries. The batteries can have separators systems that separate oil, gas and water or flares that dispose of the excess gas (as seen in the left corner of the bottom image).Oil production operations in the Arvin/Lamont area most resembles the image on the upper left corner. They are what we refer to as small oil producers with a simpler set up. They typically consist of wells and a tank battery. A tank battery is an aggregation of two or more tanks where the tanks are located so that no one tank is more than 150 feet from another tank.



Stationary Sources of Air Pollution
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Automobile Coating
Generator Engines

Construction Dust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***Replace these notes to help speakers.  A refinery-focused slide was replaced with this one to include additional pollution sources present in the community***Some additional equipment that can be present at oil facilities are but not limited to: Steam generators; well header system; sulfur treat vessels and piping and valves.Oil can be very thick, resembling tar or it can be closer to free flowing liquid. Steam generators are used to introduce steam into the ground in order to extract thicker oil.In order to draw the oil, facilities use wells, and wells come in all shapes and sizes but they have the common goal of extracting oil from the ground.It is important to note that a large part of oil operations is to remove impurities and water from the oil and gas that they extract. Sulfur treat vessels are utilized to remove sulfur from gas that will be used to power steam generators or engines.You may also see well header systems out in the field. These areas are a collection of wells and pipes. Testing and control of production can be done from these points.It is very common to see piping and valves during our inspections because companies need to move the oil product, gas, and water to different areas of their operation.



• Flares are an essential part of a refinery's overall safety 
strategy, ensuring the protection of personnel, nearby 
communities, and the environment from potential 
accidents and incidents involving flammable materials.

• In case of process upsets or equipment failures, flares can 
quickly alleviate pressure and act as a destruction device 
for VOCs.

• Flare emissions are regulated with set limits and facility 
requirements of monitoring and record keeping.
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Flare

Stationary Sources of Air Pollution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Intro- (Steam Assisted) Flares (SAF) are a vital safety feature at refineries to manage excess gases and hydrocarbons.   - SAF systems use a combination of steam and combustion to efficiently burn off flammable substances in a controlled manner.2. Refineries in this area operate SAF How Steam Assisted Flares Work   - SAFs employ steam injection to enhance the combustion process.   - Steam is mixed with the waste gases, increasing the mixing and contact with oxygen for more complete and efficient burning.   - The added steam helps reduce smoke, noise, and visible flame height3. Enhancing Safety at Refineries   - Efficient Combustion: SAFs ensure more complete burning of gases, minimizing the release of harmful compounds into the atmosphere.   - Pressure Relief: During process upsets or emergencies, SAFs provide an essential means of relieving pressure and preventing potential equipment damage.   - Preventing Releases: Allows facilities to have a way to redirect gasses to be destroyed in a safe manner.Monitoring Compliance:  (talk about CEMS)   Regularly observing the flare's operation allows operators to monitor plant performance and ensure compliance with regulations.



Examples of Oil & Gas Operator Requirements

Operator Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR)
Tank Preventative Inspection and Maintenance 
Emission Monitoring
Source Testing
Sampling
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Screening Tank Components with OGI Camera

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although District inspections occur on a regular basis our rules and regulations require that facilities perform their own evaluations to ensure they are maintaining compliance throughout the year. This self evaluation can include:1.Leak detection and repair: operators are required to self inspect on a quarterly (separate from our district inspection) to identify and repair leaking components.2.Tank : The Voluntary Tank Inspection and Maintenance Program requires enrolled facilities to inspect their tanks for leaking components. It also sets guidelines for the cleaning/opening of tanks. 3.Emission Monitoring: Certain equipment such as steam generators, heaters, boilers or cogeneration engines are connected to a continuous emission monitoring system. This device takes real time readings of emissions and will send alerts to inspectors if emission limits are exceeded.4. Source Testing: Equipment like steam generators, heaters, boilers, engines and cogeneration systems are required to source test. Source testing involves a third party company testing equipment in order to ensure emission limits are met. Source testing can be required annually, every 24 or 36mo.5. Sampling: Sampling of various product streams may also be required. This can include sulfur testing of gas flared or testing vapor pressure and gravity of tank.



Air Monitoring
SJVAPCD AB617 Community Monitor
www.valleyair.org

Refinery Fence line Monitoring Program 
https://kern4460.com/
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Presentation Notes
SJVAPCD AB617 Community MonitorMountain View community monitor is in place as a result of rule 4460 to monitor Poll like: P.M, Benzene, Ethylbenzene, Toluene, Xylene, SO2, and H2S.Refinery Fence line Monitoring Program (Kern Energy)- Its primary focus is to monitor refineries' fence line in real-time using air monitoring systems. All fence line data available for public access.- The goal is to provide the public with useful air quality information related to concentrations of refinery-related air pollutants such as Benzene, Ethylbenzene, Toluene, Xylene, SO2, and H2S.Kern Energy's data can be found at the following website: [https://www.kern4460.com/Community Benefits- The AB617 Community Monitor and Kern Energy's Fence line Monitoring Program offer several advantages for our community.- Enhanced Awareness: Both programs provide real-time data that raises awareness about air quality issues and potential health risks.- Accountability and Compliance: Public access to fence line data ensures transparency and holds stakeholders accountable for maintaining air quality standards.- Collaborative Approach: Engaging the community and stakeholders fosters collaborative efforts in mitigating air pollution and safeguarding public health.- Improved Air Quality: By identifying and addressing pollution sources, these programs contribute to the overall improvement of air quality in our region.



How does the District Conduct Inspections?

REVIEW
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QUESTIONS

RESEARCH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally, the District conducts inspections on an annual basis, but in Arvin and Lamont these inspections can be more frequent, as often as 6months. When inspecting Oil operations, Inspectors will ask questions about the facility’s operation, in order to determine what lines and equipment are subject to fugitive emission rules and regulations. (Fugitive emissions consist of VOCs that are a precursor to ozone and greenhouse gases.) If so, we will thoroughly inspect these components during our inspection.In addition to asking facilities questions about their operations, inspectors will conduct research into the facilities operations, review previous inspections and compliance history, also checking other agency’s databases.



What tools are used during District Inspections?
Inspectors use specialized equipment:
Hydrocarbon Analyzers
Portable Exhaust Gas Analyzers
Optical Gas Imagery (OGI) Camera
Source Testing 

Other tasks during inspections:
Visible Emission Evaluations
Record Review
Observe Continuous Emission 

Monitoring Systems (CEMS)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The District may use the following equipment when inspecting petroleum refineries:VOC analyzers for detection of VOCs. In addition, we use exhaust gas analyzers to sample exhaust streams for CO and NOx emissions on combustion equipment.We also use Optical Gas Imagery cameras (OGI), as a screening tool for VOCs.Visible emission evaluations are conducted on flares as part of our inspections.Combustion equipment may be subject to source testing requirements. This is a comprehensive and precision based test for compounds exiting an exhaust stream.Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems may be required for fuel gas streams serving combustion equipment and for flare gas streams. This monitoring equipment provides remote polling data to the District and is held to stringent QA/QC measures.Finally a thorough review of records is performed. Where required monitoring or testing is confirmed.



District Inspections
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Screening with OGI Camera LDAR Inspection with Eagle 2 Analyzer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left picture an inspector is using an OGI camera to detect emissions from oil equipment, that may otherwise be invisible to the naked eye.On the right picture inspectors are using a hydrocarbon analyzer, and an OGI camera to inspect an idle well.



Optical Gas Imagery

Well Tank
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will play two videos depicting emissions loss from a well and a tank, without the OGI camera we would not be able to see with the naked eye. Well video depicts emission loss at an idle well with a confirmed leak rate of greater than 50,000 ppm as detected with a VOC analyzer. The District issued a Notice of Violation to the operator and a re-inspection confirmed compliance.Tank video depicts emission loss from a tank’s roof chime. The location of this emission loss was not accessible at time of discovery and therefore District staff could not quantify with a VOC analyzer. However, this discovery resulted in the facility replacing the tank’s entire roof. Repairs were confirmed with a re-inspection with an OGI camera which showed no emission loss.



Verifying Compliance With Permit Conditions
• Example Permit Condition – Leak 

Standards
– The operator shall be in violation of 

Rule 4455 if any District inspection 
demonstrates that one or more of the 
conditions in Section 5.1.4 (Leak 
Standards) exist at the facility.

• Equipment Used
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The OGI imagery depicts emission loss from a refinery process drain. The emissions were assessed with a VOC analyzer with a reading of 1500ppm. The confirmed leak was repaired by the facility and re-inspected by the District as compliant. 



Verifying Compliance With Permit Conditions

• Example Condition – Combustion 
Exhaust
– Emission rates shall not exceed any of the 

following: NOx (as NO2): 25 ppmv @3% 
O2 or 0.031 lb/MMBtu, CO: 400 ppmv @ 
3% O2 or 0.30 lb/MMBtu.

• Equipment Used
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Exhaust Gas Sampling with Testo Analyzer



When is Enforcement Action Taken?
When the inspector notes something in the community that is not in 

compliance with applicable rules, enforcement action is taken

Examples of violations that would result in 
enforcement action
• Exceedance of Emission Rates & Standards
• Failure to Repair VOC Leaks 
• Illegal burning / burn barrels
• Late Testing
• Failure to Test and/or Monitor
• Failure to Maintain Records
• Unpermitted Equipment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the course of our inspection we will issue notices of violation. Some examples include:Leaks discovered with the use of hydrocarbon analyzersUnpermitted equipmentExcess emissions or throughputs, late testing or monitoringFailure to source test or maintain records



Complaints
• The District receives thousands of complaints each year, prioritizing 

timely response and investigations of alleged non-compliant sources.
• After business hours, an automated bilingual complaint hotline directs 

complaints to on-call inspectors available 24/7 to address concerns and 
protect public health.

• Complaints can be filed via telephone, online, or through the Valley Air 
app.

• District staff contact reporting parties to gather information on the 
complaint's root issue and keep them informed until the investigation is 
completed.

• Multilingual translation services are provided in the field or over the 
telephone to ensure all Valley communities are served.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During normal working hours, GPS tracking systems help identify the nearest field staff for ongoing complaints, taking precedence over other activities



How to File an Air Pollution Complaint in 
Arvin-Lamont

• Complaints can be filed 24/7, 365 days a year online through 
ww2.valleyair.org/file-a-complaint, the Valley Air app, or by calling 800-
926-5550 (toll free)

• What to report
– Potential air quality violations
– Odors
– Illegal burning/burn barrels/smoke
– Smoking chimneys or outdoor wood burning devices on restricted burning days 

(Nov.-Feb.)
– Dust or trackout from construction sites
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https://ww2.valleyair.org/file-a-complaint


Questions?
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